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Sam Harper, age 9  

When two notorious villains break out of 
prison, life in Tumchester looks bleak.  Jumper 
Jack Flash, a giant rabbit who ties people up 
with their jumpers and The Panteater, an 
anteater who is allergic to ants and eats 
people’s pants instead by sticking his tongue up 
their trouser legs, are hilariously evil.  They 
work for The Boss, a terrifying crook who plans 
to steal all the sweets in Tumchester and return 
them with a toxic coating.  Their crazy plan 
may even have worked if it hadn't been for the 
Fabulous Four Fish Fingers.   
 
Morris, Gary, Bel and Ruby are four friends 
who have been granted super powers by an elf 
called Cyril.  The powers of a chimpanzee, a 
nightingale, a slug and a kangaroo come in 
handy when fighting baddies although 
cornflakes pulled at high speed from a 
specialised kangaroo pouch may not be that 
useful and slugs sometimes need a slugmobile 
for transport as they can be a bit slow moving! 
 
The four superheroes make a brilliant team, 
working together to capture the baddies and unmask ‘The Boss’ although the 
people of Tumchester's pants may not be safe for too long... This was a 
hilarious adventure with lots of daft characters and thrilling 
escapades.  A brilliant read, I loved it! 
 
  
 

 



Hannah Minton, age 7 

A really enjoyable funny book I couldn't put down.  
 
The story is about four fabulous friends plotting against the baddies but the 
baddies are winning.  I really enjoyed reading how the made up funny but evil 
characters make a naughty plan and lose.  It might be a bit hard to remember 
all the names in the books but you can easily work out who is who.  I think the 
pictures are good in the book.  There are lots of different sized pictures on every 
page and this really brings the story to life.  The plot is also great.   It makes it 
hard to put the book down.  If you like stories of fighting, superheroes and 
especially bunnies you need this book!  All in all I say the famous four fish 
fingers is really enjoyable.   
 

Nathan Gray, age 9  

‘The Fabulous Four Fish Fingers’ was a fantastic book with lots of imaginative 
writing.  The four characters were called Bell (Nightingale), Ricky 
(Kangaruby), Morris (Slug Boy) and Gary (The Chimp).  The story is about the 
friends who become superheroes and fight the Panteater and Jumper Jack Flash 
on their quest to save the world. 
 
I think this book would be suitable for ages 8 to 9 but if your child is older or 
younger it would be fun read for them too.  I would love to be part of the team 
and be part of their adventures.  This is a great book for children because 
of the great imagery and I loved reading it.  It wasn’t a difficult read 
which was great because it is the summer holidays!  
 

Ewan Young, age 10 

I read this to my little sister and we were both laughing out loud at it - it is very 
silly - in a good way! 

The four heroes have animal superpowers; a chimp, a nightingale, a kangaroo 
with a magic pouch, and ... a slug! Together they try to beat evil Jumper Jack 
Flash and the Panteater, who would rather eat pants than ants - yuk! 

With characters like this, you can tell there are going to be some crazy 
adventures - read it, you won't regret it! 

 

Alexander Bisland, age 8 

The book is about four children who go on an adventure to save Tumchester 
from Jumper Jack Flash (a pirate rabbit) and The Panteater (an anteater that 
would eat your pants if he could!).  It all started when two boys (Morris and 
Gary) were pretending to fight Zombies (stinging nettles) using sticks.  Gary got 



stung! Then two girls came along called Ruby and Bel and one of them had a 
parrot called Marvin.  Marvin could only say ‘Marvin’s Starvin’.   After a while 
they went home and on the way they saw a house.  Inside the house they found a 
record player with a teddy bear in it and when they took the teddy bear out, an 
elf appeared. That is when they become superheroes and the adventure begins!  

My favourite character is Marvin because he is funny.  

I recommend this book to children age 7+ especially if you like 
adventure or funny books.  

I give it 100,000,000 stars. 

 

James Goodall, age 9 

The Fabulous Four Fish Fingers is totally awesome.  It is so funny because it has 
a boy called Gary who gets granted chimpanzee powers, a girl called Ruby who 
gets granted kangaroo powers, a girl called Bel who gets turned into a 
nightingale and who can sing really loudly and there is a boy called Morris who 
gets turned into a slug-boy who is, well, a slug... These four unlikely 
superheroes have to stop a man who steals everyone's pants and a rabbit-man 
that ties everyone up in their own jumpers. There is also another man (but 
I'm not telling you about him, as you don't want the whole story given away...).  
 
I would recommend this story because it will make you laugh out 
loud and it is a very enjoyable read. Go on, read it and don't let me 
stop you! 
 

Otis Walker, age 8 

It’s great and I loved that it’s got short chapters so you can read it 
before going to bed.  I think this book was very exciting.  

This book is about two boys called Garry and Morris, who are playing zombie 
wars in a field (with nettles for zombies and sticks for spears) when their best 
friends called Bell and Ruby come along with a pet parrot called Marvin. This 
mad bird always says “Marvin starving”!   

Marvin escapes and flies into a big dark mansion; the children creep fearfully 
into the mansion and eventually find him.  They also find an old record player 
with a little teddy stuck in the horn with a tag that said ‘if found please dial 27-
33-36-61’ so they called it. CRASH BANG WALLOP! Through a cloud of smoke, 
an elf called Cyril appeared. He grants them their wishes to become Super 
Heroes. Ruby turns into a kangaroo; Garry a chimp; Bell a nightingale and 
Morris a slug. Their mission is to stop Jumper Jack Flash and the Panteater 
from causing trouble but will they succeed?  



I think this a great book for 7+ boys and girls, as I don’t think anyone under this 
age will understand it because in parts it is so crazy! 

It’s great and I loved that it’s got short chapters so you can read it before going 
to bed.   

My favourite character was the Panteater because I liked the idea of him eating 
pants because it’s funny that he slurps them up in one gulp and leaves the 
person crying. 

 

 

 

  


